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Motivation

� Armed violence was responsible for 80,000-
108,000 direct deaths in 2003. 

Total death tollis several times greater(e.g., war in 
Democratic Rep. Congo caused 3.8 million deaths
since 1998).

� Significant portion of arms used in civil conflicts
is importedillegally

� Few means of preventing illegal arms flows. Most
widely accepted is armsembargoes



Embargoes

Rarely used

• According to SIPRI, there were 57 major armed conflictsin 1990-2001, 
yet onlyeightwere subject to UN arms ambargoes

Always violated

• Each and every oneof the 13 UN embargoes imposed in the last decade 
has been violated.

The norm

• “States have a legal obligationto comply strictly with arms embargoes
imposed by the Security Council under the authority of Chapter VII of 
the UN Charter”



Embargoes (cont’d)

� Yet, direct evidence on embargo violations and 
illegal arms exports is extremely difficult to
provide.

(Sanctions Committee of UN Security Council
relies on investigative teams)

This paper:

Usefinancial market reactions to news about conflict
deterioration or improvement (hence about demand for
arms) toindirectly assess the presence of illegal
transactions



How

� Take allcountriessubjected to arms embargoes

� Collectnewsabout evolution of the conflict
before & during embargo

� Test if stock returns of arms producing companies
respond to unexpected events

- Increased or decreased conflict intensityduringembargo

� (Test robustness to different methodologies and 
cross-validate using secondary sources)



Too much investor rationality?

� Jan. 28, 1986: Challenger shuttle explodes

- All rocket makers are down

- Hardest hit company: Morton Thiokol

� Weeks later: O-ring (produced by Morton 
Thiokol) found responsible for explosion

� Someone knew and invested... (NYT, 11/3/2006)

Example:  Maloney-Mulherin (2003)



Challenger example (cont’d)



Related literature

� Event studies and political events

Roberts (1990); Fisman (2001); Johnson-Mitton (2003);          
Abadie-Gardeazabal (2003), Guidolin-La Ferrara (2004)

� “Forensic economics”: Use large datasets to detect corruption

Duggan-Levitt (2002); Jacob-Levitt (2003); Wolfers (2006)

� Insider trading literature: Pre-earnings-announcement stock 
price movements
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Data:  Embargoes

Full list of UN arms embargoes



Selection criteria

• Imposed after 1980 (stock price data)

• Last long enough to have salient unexpected

conflict events during embargo

• No massive US intervention

Embargoes (cont’d)



Embargoes (cont’d)

Embargoes in our sample



Data:  Conflicts

Countries and periods covered



Conflicts (cont’d)

Event selection – Sierra Leone 

Lexis-Nexis academic: 
Newswires, All available wire reports. 
Terms=country name AND (column) in 
Headline, Lead Paragraph, Terms



Country Date Event Emb. Event Description Incr. t+1 t t-1 t-2 t-3 t-4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Ethiopia 02/06/1999 0 Fighting renews after a several month lull; heavy casualties + 46 80 29 18 17 13
Ethiopia 05/12/2000 0 Ethiopia launches major offensive against Eritrean positions + 37 80 24 16 28 19
Ethiopia 06/18/2000 1 Ethiopia halted its advances and both sides signed a cease fire - 55 54 14 39 39 43
Ethiopia 12/12/2000 1 Ethiopia and Eritrea sign a treaty formally ending their 2 year war - 30 41 13 19 7 37
Liberia 04/29/1996 1 fighting resumes, Liberia's head of state, Wilton Sankawulo, and Charles Taylor fled + 54 19 2 1 10 8
Liberia 09/19/1998 1 Fighting erupts in Monrovia between government forces and partisans of former warlord Roosevelt Johnson+ 23 16 4 7 3 3
Liberia 08/10/1999 1 Liberian president declares emergency. Fighting rages between gov tropps and forces who seized the key town of Kolahun in northwest. State of emergy declared+ 24 12 6 13 0 1
Liberia 06/05/2003 1 LURD rebels launch attack on Monrovia, then withdraw. 300-400 people die and others fled+ 47 32 62 28 13 7
Liberia 08/11/2003 1 Charles Taylor resigns, paving the way for ECOWAS peacekeeping mission - 144 219 54 45 75 141
Somalia 10/03/1993 1 Black Hawk Down Incident. 18 US troops killed and leads immediately to increased troops levels+ 158 105 64 9 23 27
Somalia 08/01/1996 1 Aidid dies, a Somali politician and the leader of the Habr Gidr clan, who hindered international famine relief efforts in the early 1990s and challenged the presence of United Nations and United States troops in the country- 56 4 4 5 7 6
Sierra Leone04/29/1992 0 Captain Valentine Strasser stages a coup and removes President Momoh from power+ 11 15 1 2 0 0
Sierra Leone02/01/1996 0 Elections organized by the military junta give victory to the Sierra Leone People's Party- 15 32 15 9 9 3
Sierra Leone05/25/1997 0 Major General Johnny Paul Koroma deposes President Kabbah in a military coup, suspends the constitution, bans demonstrations, and abolishes political parties. Kabbah flees to Guinea to mobilise international support. + 49 51 2 5 1 4
Sierra Leone03/10/1998 1 The elected president of Sierra Leone, Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, has returned home - ten months after he was forced into exile by a military coup. - 21 59 23 10 17 10
Sierra Leone01/06/1999 1 Unsuccessful coup attempt by Revolutionary United Front + 80 92 20 11 17 7
Sierra Leone05/18/1999 1 Tentative ceasefire between government forces and RUF - 23 20 8 4 10 16
Sierra Leone05/17/2000 1 Rebel leader Foday Sankoh captured. His capture came nine days after he had disappeared from his home where he had been detained under house arrest. Capture was unanticipated: passerby spotted Sankoh near the house he had been staying in. Many Sierra Leone- 84 131 68 77 35 38
Rwanda 10/21/1993 0 Burundi President Melchior Ndadaye executed by his captors after a coup + 15 18 1 1 1 0
Rwanda 04/06/1994 0 the airplane carrying President Habyarimana was shot down as it prepared to land at Kigali. As though the shooting down was a signal, military and militia groups began rounding up and killing all Tutsis as well as political moderates irrespective of their + 77 27 4 0 2 0
Rwanda 07/04/1994 1 RPF capture Kigali - 59 60 31 31 43 37
Sudan 04/06/1985 0 Commander-in-Chief of the people's armed forces of sudan Abdel Rahman Mohamed Hassan Suwar al Dahab terminated the constitution and proclaimed martial law in the country+ 14 31 11 10 9 10
Sudan 06/30/1989 0 National Salvation Revolution takes over in military coup. + 20 22 1 0 1 4
Sudan 12/13/1999 1 President Bashir dissolves the National Assembly and declares a state of emergency following a power struggle with parliamentary speaker, Hassan al-Turabi.+ 35 49 15 7 13 15
Sudan 07/20/2002 0 After talks in Kenya, government and SPLA sign Machakos Protocol on ending 19-year civil war. Government accepts right of south to seek self-determination after six-year interim period. Southern rebels accept application of Shariah law in north. - 29 34 9 17 21 15
Angola 12/22/1988 0 Angola, Cuba and  South Africa reach agreement. South Africa agrees to withdraw troops- 24 40 17 13 14 1
Angola 12/14/1998 1 UNITA attacks town of Cuito. + 24 32 15 10 19 23
Angola 09/28/1999 1 Voice of America: top UNITA general and 2,000 rebels surrendered in Bailundo. - 15 28 14 7 6 10
Angola 02/22/2002 1 Jonas Savimbi was killed on Feb. 22 by soldiers of the Angolan army - 62 47 12 10 14 23
Yugoslavia 06/25/1991 0 Croatia and Slovenia proclaim independence. + 56 38 23 7 18 12
Yugoslavia 01/15/1999 1 Serbian massacre of 45 Kosovars in Racak immediately broadcast to the world + 65 55 28 56 37 53
Yugoslavia 03/30/2001 1 Milošević arrested on charges of abuse of power and corruption - 248 252 358 196 41 72
Yugoslavia 03/12/2003 0 The prime minister of Serbia, Zoran Djindjic is assassinated. + 78 109 15 11 9 17
Yugoslavia 03/17/2004 0 Mitrovica, in Kosovo, experiences the worst ethnic violence in the regions since the 1999 war. At least 22 people are killed, and another 500 are injured. NATO sends in an extra 1,000 troops to restore order. The violence began after Serbs claimed a Serb t+ 103 51 15 14 10 13

Appendix Table 1. List of Events Occurring During or Outside The Embargo
Lexis-Nexis Hits

Notes. Events occurring during embargo or outside the embargo used in the paper. Column 1 indicates the country, Column 2 the date of the event, Column 3 whether the event is under embargo. Column 5 indicates
whether the event is predicted to increse or decrease the intensity of the war. Columns 6 through 11 refer to the number of Lexis-Nexis hits in newswire searches using the country name on the event date plus n.



Data:  Companies

Criteria for inclusion
1.  Traded on a stock market

2.  Belong to at least one of the following groups:

(a) Datastream� SIC code in arms production 

(3482-3484, 3489, 3761, 3764, 3769, 3795, 2892)

(b) NISAT list of Small Arm Producers

Final sample: 

97 companies



Companies (cont’d)



Stock Returns
� Stock returns from Datastream-Worldscope matched data

� Identify weapon-producing companies using most recent SIC codes

� Coverage doubles after 1996

� Trim top and bottom 5/10,000 of returns to avoid extreme outliers



Conflict events and company value

Imposition of embargo

• Effect= 0 for companies that engage in no trading

• Effect< 0 for companies that engage inlegaltrading

• Possibly effect> 0 for companies that will engage in illegal trading



Conflict events and company value

Increase in conflict during embargo

• Effect= 0 for companies engaging in no trading

• Effect= 0 (or < 0)for companies previously engaged in legal
trading  

� [End of war -and of embargo- is postponed]

• Effect> 0 for companies engaging in illegal trading

� [Longer war means higher sales]



Empirical strategy

Part 1:  Event study to show an example

• Each company and event examined in isolation

Part 2:  Regression analysis

• Pool all companies and events



Event Study

Goal: estimate relationship b/w “abnormal return”et and conflict event.

How does the value of arms producing companies respond
to conflict episodes before & during embargoes?

Market model

t
M

tt err ++= βα

Methodology



Event study (cont’d)
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Evidence of effect

A.  Visual inspection (evolution of CAR over time)

B.  Formal test of  H0:  CAR=0

- t test

(- nonparametric rank & sign tests)

Parameters choice

Estimation window:  100 trading days

Event windows:  (-0,+0); (-1,+1); (-3,-3)

Event study (cont’d)



Example – Sierra Leone

8 Oct 1997:  UN embargo imposed

Time profile of CAR of a South-African company in the 10 days around event

do
rb

yl
ca

r3

dorbyldate
30sep1997 15oct1997

-.063702

.002952



Example- Sierra Leone (cont’d)

10 Mar 1998: Elected President Kabbah returns from exile

CAR of the same South-African company

do
rb

yl
ca

r3

dorbyldate
02mar1998 17mar1998

-.150309

.006038



Large sample analysis:  tests



Large sample analysis:  tests (cont’d)



Regression analysis

where:

Embt = +1  if event thatincreasesconflict occurs at t duringembargo

= 0    if nothing happens

= -1 if event thatdecreasesconflict occurs at t duringembargo

Outt = 1  if event thatincreasesconflict occurs at t outsideembargo

…

NWi = 1 if company i belongs to “Non-Western” sample

Pooled sample of companies and events

tiiittittti NWNWOutOutNWEmbEmbe ,1010, ** ηθδδγγα ++++++=

Methodology



• Dependent variableeit is abnormal return, corrected using

market model estimated on returns in the previous year

• Robust standard errors, clustered by date

(Control for any within-day correlation of returns acrosscompanies)

Methodology (contd.)

Baseline test of trading.Coefficient         captures impact of event 
increasing (decreasing) war, occurring during embargo

Legal (or no) trading:         

Illegal trading:           

Sophisticated test of trading. Illegal trading more common for non-
Western companies

Illegal trading: 

0or    00 <=γ
00 >γ

01 >γ



Baseline test.
Across all companies, 
no significant effect of
the events inside or 

outside embargo.

No evidence of 
illegal trades?



Sophisticated test.
Compare Western
and Non-Western

Countries

�Significant
difference 





Summary I

� In Westerncountries, no evidence of illegal trading (and limited 
evidence of legal trading)

� In Non-Westerncountries, indicator of illegal trading 
� Increase of war associated with 1.37 percent 3-day abnormal return  
(relative to Western countries) 
� Decrease of war associated with -1.37 percent return

� Robust to defining portfolio according to Arms TransparencyIndex

� Does effect depend on events increasing or decreasing war?



Effect is on both sides, and mostly for events that increase war.
On which day does return occur?

Figure 1. Event Returns by Western/non-Western Country
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Summary II

� Most of the 3-day return occurs in day -1

� Portion occurring also in day 0 and day 1

� Why day -1?
� Noise in our coding of the news (Lexis-Nexis)
� Smart investors anticipate event
� Date of event for Asian companies shifted ahead by 1 day

� Is finding spurious? Placebospecification. 

Check if return responds several days in advance or several days later



Regression passes placebo test

No evidence of effect in 3-day 
period around -6, -3, +3, or +6.



Magnitude

� How large is effect?  Is 1.37percent too much?

Back-of-the-envelope calculation

� Consider event like death of Savimbi in Angola � leads to sudden 
end of civil war

� Without Savimbi’s death, war could have lasted another 10 years

� Compute change in value of company selling illegally to Angola







Concluding remarks

Main message

• Use investor knowledge to make inferences about illegal company transactions

• Evidence of illegal arms trading during embargo for non-Western companies

• Drawback: Not enough power to identify individual company or war

Future work

• Construct portfolios for event study analysis

• Use response to conflict eventsbefore embargo to attempt to identify
companies active in those markets

• Missing imports (exports) from trade statistics

• Voting records for UNSC arms resolutions


